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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 791: Old Partner, Long Time No See! 

Cai Yue said those words very gently, but in her voice had the hint of not tolerating refusal. 

Looking at Ye Yuan’s appearance, it did not seem like he could take out one billion earth essence crystals 

no matter what. 

If Ye Yuan dared to fool the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company, then his outcome would undoubtedly 

be very miserable. 

Currently, there were already two late-stage Heaven Enlightenment Realm martial artists who came to 

Ye Yuan’s side. As long as Ye Yuan dared to say a word of refusal, they were probably going to take 

action. 

Ye Yuan raised his head and looked at Cai Yue, saying cooperatively out of everyone’s expectations, 

“Alright, no problem.” 

Looking at Ye Yuan enter the backstage, Wu Jiantong was very pleased with himself in his heart. 

“Humph! Let you feign ignorance! Letting the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company take care of you, this 

fellow, saves this Little Lord the trouble!” 

... 

Two martial artists escorted Ye Yuan into a hidden chamber, but they did not follow in. 

While Cai Yue was already inside the hidden chamber since who knows when. 

In the entire hidden chamber, there was only Ye Yuan and Cai Yue. 

Seeing Ye Yuan enter, Cai Yue came in front of Ye Yuan swaying her slender waist. Her eyes carried a 

smile as she said, “Little Brother, it’s not that our Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company doesn’t trust you, 

but you also know, it’s very hard for a cultivation realm such as yours to take out so many earth essence 

crystals. Us doing this is also just for the sake of ensuring that the auction runs smooth. Hope that Little 

Brother doesn’t mind.” 

With a delicate fragrance pervading the air, a smile akin to a flower, plus a magnetic voice, Cai Yue’s 

seduction power absolutely made people’s blood flow speed up. Inside the entire hidden chamber was 

filled with a kind of ambiguous atmosphere. 

Cai Yue this sort of mature madam’s lingering charm was really not what the average person could 

withstand. 

But Ye Yuan smiled faintly when he saw the situation and said, “Elder Sister don’t have to cast this 

bewitching art already. Honestly telling Elder Sister, I really can’t take out so many earth essence 

crystals.” 

The previous moment, Cai Yue was still amazed that Ye Yuan was actually able to maintain composure 

under her seduction. A moment later, her expression became very ugly. 
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Indeed let Wu Jiantong hit the mark! This brat did not have the earth essence crystals at all! 

“Little Brother, do you know what kind of outcome playing tricks with my Heaven’s Destiny Trading 

Company will be?’ 

Cai Yue still had the appearance of a flower-like smile, but her tone gradually became cold. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Elder Sister Cai Yue, calm down. Truthfully speaking, encountering the 

Starmoon Sword is also outside of my expectations. But no matter what, I have to obtain the Starmoon 

Sword too. Uh ... this one billion earth essence crystals, just take it as me loaning from the Heaven’s 

Destiny Trading Company.” 

“Loan? Huhu, Little Brother really knows how to crack jokes. Could it be that you take our Heaven’s 

Destiny Trading Company to be a charity foundation? Since Little Brother can’t take out the earth 

essence crystals, then don’t blame Elder Sister for not being courteous.” 

Cai Yue still had that sweet expression. But the killing intent in her words was already not concealed in 

the slightest. 

But Ye Yuan did not care a whit. He waved his hand and said smilingly, “Elder Sister, don’t get so 

agitated. This thing, I wonder if it’s worth one billion or not?” 

“What thing can be worth one ... Gold token! You ... Why would you have a gold token!” 

Cai Yue had a laid back appearance. But when she saw Ye Yuan take out the gold token, her expression 

immediately changed. 

“Oh, the last time, Ancient Opulence City’s Zuo Xin delivered it to me. I said that I don’t want it, but he 

made me keep it. I thought that this thing is very valuable. Turns out that that fellow was bluffing me.” 

“No, no, no! He didn’t bluff you! This token is very valuable ... No, no, no, the value of a gold token is 

simply unable to be measured using earth essence crystals!” Cai Yue said with somewhat incoherent 

speech. 

She looked over the gold token in her hand repeated, confirming that this was genuine beyond doubt. 

The shock in her heart could be imagined. 

The headquarters actually bypassed them and directly issued a gold token to this youth before her eyes. 

It could be seen how highly the headquarters regarded this youth! 

“Like this huh, it’s good that elder sister says that this thing is valuable. Otherwise, I really wouldn’t 

know what to do today. Huhu, since it’s like this, then can this Starmoon Sword belong to me 

already? Uh ... one billion earth essence crystals, I’ll write an IOU for you,” Ye Yuan said. 

... 

Seeing Cai Yue return to the stage alone, a hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Wu 

Jiantong’s mouth. 



“Heh heh, I knew that that punk was pretending. With this, he threw himself into trouble, right? A 

country bumpkin who hasn’t seen the world before. He probably still doesn’t know how terrifying the 

Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company is, right?” 

By the side, Wu Jianqing and Peng Yan were also wildly elated when they saw this kind of situation. 

The two of them could be said to hate Ye Yuan to the bones. This time, Ye Yuan courting death himself 

and offending the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company, it was truly most gratifying! 

Right now, Cai Yue already recovered to that charming and moving appearance, standing on the stage 

still took people’s breath away. 

“Made everyone wait for long. Really sorry about it. Let’s continue the auction. I wonder if there is still 

anyone offering a higher price for this Starmoon Sword? If there isn’t, it will belong to Young Master Ye. 

Additionally, from today onwards, Young Master Ye will be my Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s 

honored guest. If any mishap happens to him in the holy land, our Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company 

will definitely pursue it to the end!” 

Cai Yue’s words made everyone stunned. 

A man’s wealth was his own ruin by causing other’s greed.! 

Cai Yue words were warning those people with devious ideas to not think about killing people to seize 

treasures this sort of thing. 

Of course, the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company warning was still very fearsome. 

Wu Jiantong’s expression changed, and he shouted, “Cai Yue, what’s going on here? Don’t tell me that 

that brat really has a billion earth essence crystals!” 

Cai Yue smiled at Wu Jiantong and said, “Young Master Ye indeed has a billion earth essence crystals on 

his, without any problem at all! If Young Master Wu has set your mind on the Starmoon Sword, you can 

carry on bidding, I’ll invite Young Master Ye out again. But Young Master Ye said to me earlier that this 

Starmoon Sword, he’s determined to get it. Even if it’s two billion, he’ll accompany right till the end.” 

Wu Jiantong’s expression became extremely ugly. His face had a fiery-hot feeling. 

He thought that Ye Yuan was someone who had not seen the world. He didn’t expect that Ye Yuan was 

really wealthy! 

Two billion! 

Tsk tsk, these words were said domineeringly! 

Even their family clan’s Phaseless Realm elders also did not dare say to be able to take out two billion 

earth essence crystals casually! 

A puny little Divine Traversing Realm was actually able to take out such an astronomical figure of earth 

essence crystals. Too scary. 

“Let’s go!” 



At this auction venue, they were all people with statuses. How could Wu Jiantong still have the face to 

stay on? 

He doubted that Ye Yuan did not have money. The result was that Ye Yuan was richer than himself. 

“Hang on! Young Master Wu bought the Three-Lives Stone. Please settle the earth essence crystals 

before leaving,” Cai Yue said coolly. 

Wu Jiantong’s figure froze, and he could only stop. 

The Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company was not what their puny little Wu Family could afford to 

provoke. 

It was just that due to the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land being a Rank Nine Holy Land did the Heaven’s 

Destiny Trading Company not send a Dao Profound Realm powerhouse to hold down the fort. 

A distinguished Rank One Holy Land, the Heaven’s Destiny Trading Company’s Dao Profound Realm 

powerhouses were considerable. 

Helpless, Wu Jiantong toughened his scalp and settled the bill before bringing the Three-Lives Stone and 

leaving. 

But this Wu Family really had people who were knowledgeable about goods. When Wu Jianton took the 

Three-Lives Stone for the Wu Family’s Family Head to see, he was immediately hurled with a torrent of 

abuse on the spot. 

Using 60 million earth essence crystals to buy such a gray product and he actually had the nerve to take 

it out! 

Of course, this was the afterword. 

At present, Ye Yuan was currently in the hidden chamber. The Starmoon Sword was lying quietly on the 

sword rack. Ye Yuan looked intently at it and was silent for a long time. 

No idea how long had passed either, then Ye Yuan suddenly heaved a sigh and went forward to lightly 

caress the sword body, saying to the Starmoon Sword, “Old partner, long time no see. Can you still 

recognize me?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 792: Black Metal Lump’s Transformation 

Seemingly sensing something, the Starmoon Sword on the sword rack emitted a humming, quivering 

sound. 

The spirituality of a holy artifact was even stronger than a profound artifact. Even if Ye Yuan already 

changed his appearance presently, it still recognized that former owner. 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly, holding the Starmoon Sword in his hand. 

Meeting again, waves of melancholy suffused in Ye Yuan’s heart. 
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Starmoon Sword was together with him for 200 years. But compared to the Limitless Cauldron, the 

Starmoon Sword was neglected too much by him. 

Seeing the Starmoon Sword again currently, Ye Yuan actually had an indescribable sense of familiarity. 

Scenes of the bygone days rolled around inside Ye Yuan’s mind as if it was yesterday. 

“Old partner, let’s strive together to return to the peak, and roam the Divine Realm unobstructed!” 

The dark cloud around Ye Yuan’s body was swept away cleanly. What replaced it was a resolve to press 

forward with an indomitable will. 

The Starmoon Sword emitted waves of light humming sounds. Clearly, it was replying Ye Yuan’s heroic 

declaration. 

Ye Yuan inspected the Starmoon Sword for a bit and discovered that it was indeed damaged severely. 

He did not have many accomplishments in the path of artifact refining. Wanting to let the Starmoon 

Sword return to its peak state, he still had to find an artifact refining grandmaster. 

But even if it was damaged so seriously, the Starmoon Sword was also more than just a level higher than 

the Xuanying Sword. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s degree of familiarity with the Starmoon Sword was completely not what other 

weapons could compare to. 

Falling Flower Floating Zero was created by Ye Yuan using the Starmoon Sword. 

... 

Returning to his residence, Ye Yuan chose to enter closed-seclusion right away. 

The residences were all provided for by the holy land. The security was strict. Ye Yuan was not worried 

that there would be people casting greedy eyes on his Starmoon Sword either. 

His mind stirred, and Ye Yuan entered inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda. 

The black metal chunk suspended quietly in front of Ye Yuan. Ye Yuan’s divine sense swept over towards 

the black metal chunk. The golden characters in his sea of consciousness indeed had a reaction. 

Previously, Ye Yuan just extend his divine sense casually and did not do it seriously. 

Experiencing it carefully at this very moment, he discovered that the golden characters’ strange 

activities were not as intense as he imagined. 

“Uh ... There seems to be a kind of resonance. But what on earth is this sort of resonance? Apart from 

this, the black metal lump doesn’t seem to have any special aspect at all.” 

Sensing for quite a while, Ye Yuan was rather dispirited too. Because the function of this black metal 

lump did not seem to be as big as imagined. 

Could it be that spending these 10 million earth essence crystals were really a blunder? 

Ye Yuan obviously would not be resigned to it. After such a long time, he finally had a chance to explore 

the profound mysteries of the golden characters. How could he be willing to let it slip by? 



“Since there’s no reaction, I’ll refine you! I want to take a look at just what the hell you are!” 

But the refining process was not as easy as Ye Yuan imagined. 

This black metal lump was clearly not an ordinary item. Ye Yuan expended an entire day’s time and only 

refined one-tenth. 

At the rate of this speed, he could forget about refining finish before the competition started. 

But Ye Yuan did not lack patience. The second day, he refined another one-tenth. The black metal lump 

still did not have any reaction. 

The third day, then the fourth day. When it reached the fifth day, the black metal lump finally had some 

transformation! 

This transformation made Ye Yuan wildly ecstatic! 

On the fifth day, Ye Yuan’s rate of progress already refined close to half. On the black metal lump, it 

actually shed off a piece, a hint of gold color emerging! 

This hint of gold looked like some sort of character stroke. Ye Yuan cross-referenced this to the golden 

characters in his sea of consciousness for a bit and discovered that there were quite a few characters 

that matched that hint of character stroke. 

“Could it be that recorded on this black metal lump is precisely this sort of golden characters? I didn’t 

notice before this, but looking at it now, this black metal lump seems rather like a cauldron’s fragment 

piece! Is it possible that ... this is a Deity Realm powerhouse’s medicinal cauldron’s fragment piece?” Ye 

Yuan guessed boldly. 

The sixth day, the Quasi-Holy Son selection competition was finally starting! 

The qualifying system of the grand finals was very exaggerated. But it also significantly tested genuine 

strength. 

A total of 60 contenders organized from No. 1 to No. 60. Every day, they would carry out three rounds of 

showdown. The opponents for each confrontation would be different, all the way until you finish facing 

off with all the opponents! 

Which was also to say that each person would undergo a match with the other 59 contestants! 

Finally, according to the number of victories, it would decide the rankings! 

These grand finals would last for 20 day’s time. 

This kind of qualifying system did not permit any bit of choosing the easy way. The contestants must go 

all out for each match before they could obtain a better rank. 

When Pei Wenqiang saw Ye Yuan, the smile on his face was extremely odd. 

“I heard that you made that Wu Family’s cocky brat eat a huge loss. Haha, really satisfying! That punk 

had long rubbed me the wrong way! The moment I recall Wu Jianqing’s horse face, I have unspeakable 



satisfaction in my heart! Wu Jiantong that brat doesn’t know that you have a gold token and actually 

even dared to doubt you. Hahaha, really killing me!” 

Pei Wenqiang had seen before Ye Yuan’s hold token. At that time, he was frightened badly too. 

This thing was completely not what earth essence crystals were able to measure. What was laughable 

was that Wu Jiantong actually even dared to doubt Ye Yuan’s ability to pay. 

Served him right to eat a loss! 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said, “Enough nonsense. Are our numbers issued yet?” 

Pei Wenqiang did not mind either, saying with a laugh, “Out already. You’re No. 7. Tang Fan is No. 23. 

Mu Yun is No. 51.” 

This number was randomly pulled. There was no good or bad as well. Either way, no matter what, they 

would run into every opponent. 

Furthermore, the grand finals this time, every last one of them was not mediocre. Seems like whoever 

the opponent was did not matter. 

“No. 7, seems pretty good. During which match will I run into that Nalan Chu?” Ye Yuan asked. 

“Heh, helped you take a look long ago. You will only encounter him at the 42nd match. But don’t lower 

your guard either. Before him, there are also quite a few formidable foes. You have to pay attention,” 

Pei Wenqiang seemed to have long known Ye Yuan’s thoughts and reminded him. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and was not surprised about this. 

Rendezvousing with Tang Fan, Mu Yun, and the rest, this group of people gathered at the Crimson 

Afterglow Plaza. 

The Crimson Afterglow Plaza was situated at the central zone of the holy land. The total area occupied 

was extremely vast. 

The selection competition this time was the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s unprecedented grand event 

and also the stage for the holy land’s various major families’ contest of strength. Therefore, the 

attention aroused was naturally very extensive too. 

“First Elder, what significance does Holy Lord organizing this selection competition this time have? In my 

view, Nalan Chu is most assuredly the number one. What need is there still for such a competition?” 

“Dao Profound Realm powerhouses can already peep into heaven’s secrets on the sly. How can the Holy 

Lord’s thoughts be what we’re able to speculate? Nalan Chu is indeed the holy land’s hard to come by in 

a thousand years genius. But to say that he’s definitely number one, I beg to differ. The competition this 

time selected quite a few interesting little fellows!” 

“No way, right? Nalan Chu’s strength is fully worthy of number one in the holy land. Even Wu Jiantong is 

a great deal worse than him. Among the other division competition zones selected, there is actually 

someone who can have a showdown with him?” 

“Heh heh, you just see later on!” 



The competition had yet to begin, but the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s First Elder brimmed with 

confidence toward the competition this time. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 793: Two Consecutive Wins! 

At the holy land camp’s side, Wu Jiantong and another genius were currently whispering to each other. 

“Wu Xi, you’re facing Ye Yuan in your third match today. Deal a vicious blow for me and punish this brat 

properly! Although the competition forbids killing, crippling him and making him withdraw from the 

competition of his own accord are not a problem!” Wu Jiantong said coldly. 

This Wu Xi was another contestant on the holy land’s side. Similarly Ninth Level Boundless, he was the 

closest with Wu Jiantong. 

Speaking of this, iit was coincidental too; a total of three rounds of competition was held today, and Ye 

Yuan’s opponent in the third round was this Wu Xi. 

So Wu Jiantong went to find him before the competition even started. 

The six contestants taking part in the competition on the holy land’s side were all Ninth Level Boundless. 

Their strength swept away the other division competition zones. 

Ye City’s side, in contrast, the line up looked rather pitiful. 

Yang Wenmiao, who had the highest cultivation realm, was also merely just Eighth Level Boundless. As 

for Ye Yuan, he was just Eighth Level Divine Traversing. 

This kind of strength was completely too inferior to show in public in many people’s view. 

Wu Xi’s eyebrows jumped, and he laughed in spite of himself as he said, “That Divine Traversing Realm 

brat? You passed by that Starmoon Sword by a narrow margin all thanks to that brat, right? Huhu, this 

boy also doesn’t have any eyesight, to actually dare offend Brother Jiantong.” 

Wu Jiantong’s face turned black, and he said, “Stop talking about such useless stuff. Are you helping this 

favor or not? After the deed is done, I’ll gift you a Spirit Enlightening Pill!” 

Wu Xi was stunned, then was immediately pleasantly surprised as he said, “Brother Jiantong is putting in 

blood capital this time! Alright then, since Brother Jiantong already said it like this, I’ll naturally accept 

deferentially than to decline courteously!” 

Boundless Realm breaking through to Heaven Enlightenment Realm was likewise an extremely hard to 

cross threshold. 

This was a kind of qualitative leap from the Middle Three Realms to the Upper Three Realms. 

The Upper Three Realms focused more on comprehension towards the Dao. It had exceedingly high 

requirements towards a martial artist’s own talent. 

After reaching the Upper Three Realms, each step that a martial artist advanced would also become 

even harder to stride forward. 
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This Spirit Enlightening Pill was precisely a miracle panacea to help martial artists break through the 

Middle Three Realms bottleneck and reach the Heaven Enlightenment Realm. 

This Spirit Enlightening Pill’s benefit was somewhat different from the other medicinal pills. 

Martial artists lacking in talent could break through the threshold of Heaven Enlightenment Realm 

through consuming Spirit Enlightening Pills many times to comprehend the Heavenly Dao. 

But this Spirit Enlightening Pill, even to the holy land’s various major families, it was an extremely rare 

item too, and not obtainable at will. 

Even though it was only a Tier 6 medicinal pill, the degree of its scarcity was not much lower than the 

Flying Crane Profound Torrential Pill which Pei Wenqiang obtained previously. 

Therefore, in order to thorough cripple Ye Yuan this time, Wu Jiantong had indeed poured in blood 

capital. 

... 

The competition commenced. The opponent for Ye Yuan’s first match was an Eighth Level Boundless 

hailing from the mapleforest competition zone. 

Running into a Divine Traversing Realm like Ye Yuan in the first match, that Eighth Level Boundless was 

naturally thrilled in his heart. 

“Looks like the competition this time, my luck is pretty good running into you, the sole Divine Traversing 

Realm in the first match, giving me an auspicious start!” after going up to the stage, that Eighth Level 

Boundless said with a loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan looked at his opponent with a smile that wasn’t a smile, and then he said to the Starmoon 

Sword in his embrace, “Old partner, let’s go!” 

A Myriad Rain Sword Blades was unleashed. The opponent’s expression changed abruptly! 

Not just the opponent, the audience spectating beneath the stage were all struck dumb with 

amazement. 

“T-T-That is a supreme true intent! Oh my God, that is a supreme true intent! This Divine Traversing 

Realm actually comprehended a supreme true intent!” 

“No wonder a Divine Traversing Realm can charge into the grand finals! Turns out that he 

comprehended a supreme true intent!” 

“Also, that sword in his hand, that is a holy artifact, as if it was born inherently for his sword intent! 

Under the cooperation of the two, the might of this move is more than a level stronger!” 

Beneath the stage was full of exclamations. A Divine Traversing Realm who comprehended a supreme 

true intent was sufficient to cause a sensation. 

The most pitiful one was Ye Yuan’s opponent. He completely did not foresee the power of Ye Yuan’s 

move. Caught unprepared, he was blasted down the arena directly by Ye Yuan’s one sword. 



It was also that his cultivation realm was much higher than Ye Yuan’s. Otherwise, this sword could 

absolutely beat him until he was full of holes. 

But wielding the Starmoon Sword in his hand, it had indeed played a huge augmenting effect on Ye 

Yuan’s supreme true intent. 

If it were using the Xuanying Sword to display this move, it absolutely would not cause such a threat to 

the other party. 

One move finished off the opponent neat and tidily. 

“Ye Yuan wins!” 

The judge announced the results immediately. 

On the high platform, First Elder’s expression also became extremely fascinating. 

“Hahaha, I truly didn’t expect that apart from Nalan Chu, there is still someone able to comprehend a 

supreme true intent! Furthermore, it looks like the time he comprehended the supreme true intent is 

already not that short. This Divine Traversing Realm boy, interesting! Interesting!” 

After Ye Yuan descended the stage, Pei Wenqiang looked at him with a bitter smile on his face as he 

grumbled, “You, this punk, hid the truth from me so bitterly! I really didn’t think that you actually 

already comprehended a supreme true intent! No wonder you dared to utter that sort of big talk!” 

Yang Sen was also endlessly surprised and bewildered at the side. When Ye Yuan was at the Ye City 

division zone, he actually concealed his strength the entire time! 

And Pei Wenqiang knew Ye Yuan for such a long time and really had not seen Ye Yuan display a supreme 

true intent before. 

Ye Yuan’s sword immediately aroused substantial attention. 

Before this, he might be the least favored among all of the contestants. But the power of this one sword 

let everyone see his might clearly. 

Right then, the voice of the judges sounded out on the platforms from time to time. 

“Nalan Chu wins!” 

“Wu Jiantong wins!” 

“Wu Xi wins!” 

... 

Nalan Chu these people’s strengths belonged to the first-tier. As long as the opponent’s strength was 

not too powerful, finishing off the opponent was also something effortless. 

But compared to Ye Yuan, their speed was still slightly slower by a bit. 

When they heard that the sole Divine Traversing Realm contestant this time actually knew a supreme 

true intent, their expressions became fascinating one by one. 



Wu Xi suddenly discovered that this Spirit Enlightening Pill did not seem to be too easy to get! 

His concepts comprehension was very high. But it was still a little off from comprehending a supreme 

true intent. 

And just this ‘a little,’ was a nigh-insurmountable chasm! 

Among them, only Nalan Chu alone crossed over this chasm. 

“Scared of what? Even if he comprehended a supreme true intent, he’s also merely just a Divine 

Traversing Realm! With your strength, you’re absolutely able to defeat him. My promise from before 

still stands!” Wu Jiantong said to Wu Xi in a low voice. 

After Wu Xi mused for a moment, he nodded his head and said, “Okay!” 

The reason why he agreed to Wu Jiantong was that he was jealous! 

In order to comprehend a supreme true intent, Wu Xu expended a huge price. But until now, he kept 

failing to comprehend as well. 

Forget about comprehending, his concepts comprehension was even a little worse compared to Wu 

Jiantong. 

But a measly little Divine Traversing Realm martial artist? What right did he have to comprehend a 

supreme true intent? 

“This punk, I must cripple him!” Wu Xu said secretly. 

After all the matches in the first round were done, they rested for two hours, then started the second 

round of matches. 

Ye Yuan’s opponent this time was still an Eighth Level Boundless! 

Without the least bit of suspense, Ye Yuan blasted his opponent down the platform neat and tidily once 

more with a Myriad Rain Sword Blades. 

Two consecutive wins! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 794: Unfair Treatment 

Consecutively instant-killing two Eighth Level Boundless Realms, Ye Yuan’s strength was already 

indisputable. 

Previously, those people who thought that Ye Yuan was trying his luck all shut their mouths up sensibly 

at this time. 

Just based on these two battles, Ye Yuan entered the ranks of the first-group well-deservingly. 

After two matches, Ye Yuan’s third match was particularly in the limelight. 

Wu Xi was a well-worthy strong foe of the first group. Facing Ye Yuan, this dark horse, just who would 

win and who would lose became the third round’s focal battle. 
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Wu Xi was a top 10 strong contender. If Ye Yuan beat Wu Xi, he would become this competition’s 

greatest dark horse and absolutely had the strength to charge into the top 10. 

If Ye Yuan was defeated, that his strength could only wander between the first-group and second-group. 

He would probably not draw much attention in the competition afterward either. 

“Brother Ye, after you obtained the Starmoon Sword, it’s simply adding wings to a tiger! In my view, 

there’s no problem at all with you defeating Wu Xi!” Mu Yun said with vicissitudes of emotion. 

The first two rounds, Mu Yun won one and lost one. The opening was also considered barely 

satisfactory. 

To Mu Yun, this battle result was still considered passable. Facing a bunch of Seventh and Eighth Level 

Boundless Realm experts, he, a Sixth Level Boundless could win one and lose one was already very not 

easy. 

Rather, it was Tang Fan’s prior two battle results that were not bad, likewise obtaining a battle result of 

two consecutive wins. 

His quick-sword, other people really could not adapt to it in a short time. 

Furthermore, under Ye Yuan’s guidance, his quick-sword improved by leaps and bounds. This also 

became one of his capital to keep a foothold. 

“Ye Yuan, this third match, you got to be a little careful. This Wu Xi’s relationship is the closest to Wu 

Jiantong. They might come up with some schemes,” Pei Wenqiang warned. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “I won’t offend people unless I’m offended. If I’m 

offended, I definitely won’t let people off!” 

Ye Yuan did not have the intention of offending people. But the moment he went up to the stage, he 

sensed that faintly discernible killing intent coming from Wu Xi there. 

“I heard that you actually comprehended a supreme true intent at your young age. You really broadened 

this Wu’s horizons! Today, let this Wu have a taste of the prowess of a supreme true intent. However, 

fists and kicks are mute. You have to be careful,” Wu Xi said with a gleeful smile. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Like this, huh? Then you have to be careful. My sword intent, I can’t even 

control it myself at times!” 

Wu Xi’s face turned black when he heard that. This punk actually dared to threaten him! 

“Is that so? Then I want to see just how formidable your sword intent is!” 

Wu Xi’s tone became cold, resting his hand on his sword, and pouncing forward! 

He specifically researched Ye Yuan’s previous two matches before and still had some understanding 

towards Ye Yuan’s moves. 

The might of Myriad Rain Sword Blades was indeed very powerful. Therefore, Wu Xi did not plan to give 

Ye Yuan the chance to unleash this move. 



He planned to use his cultivation realm to forcefully exhaust Ye Yuan completely! 

Yet, the moment both parties came into contact, Wu Xi’s heart plummeted. 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was extremely bizarre. He clearly only had a Divine Traversing Realm 

strength, but his speed was actually even half a level faster than him! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s Starmoon Sword was very sharp. Just exchanging blows two to three times and 

the profound artifact longsword in Wu Xi’s hands actually had a feeling of being unable to withstand it! 

This was still under the support of his thick essence energy. If it were swapped to a strength similar to Ye 

Yuan’s, the profound artifact longsword in his hand would likely be chopped in half already at this time. 

How could he know that even though the Starmoon Sword was only a low-grade holy artifact right now, 

the material quality of the Starmoon Sword was a top-tier holy artifact’s material quality? 

Even if the inscribed array formations were already destroyed, Starmoon Sword’s sharpness was far 

from what a profound artifact could compare to. 

The audience beneath the stage was really unable to imagine that an Eighth Level Divine Traversing 

martial artist was actually overpowering a Ninth Level Boundless genius and pummeling him! 

Originally, everyone thought that it was a battle well-matched in strength. At this time, a one-sided 

situation actually emerged. 

Wu Xi’s thick essence energy actually did not have the least bit of use in front of Ye Yuan. Every move 

and stance was overpowered by Ye Yuan. It was really aggrieving. 

Clank! 

A clear and distinct sound. The longsword in Wu Xi’s hand actually snapped into two! 

Without a weapon in his hand, Wu Xi’s declining momentum immediately became even more evident. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not let go of this chance, immediately displaying the Thousand Flowing Petals! 

If talking about which move among Ye Yuan’s sword moves acquired the Falling Flower Floating Zero 

Sword’s true essence most of all, it was undoubtedly this move, the Thousand Flowing Petals. 

Coupled with the Starmoon Sword to execute it, the might of this move doubled! 

In such an arena battle, the Thousand Flowing Petals made it all the more nowhere for people to run! 

The violent floating petals continuously eroded Wu Xi’s defensive ring. Finally, the floating petals 

breached Wu Xi’s protective essence energy and the piercingly cold sword intent sliced him until he was 

covered with wounds all over his body. 

“Ye Yuan wins!” 

Wu Xi’s strength was very formidable. This battle, Ye Yuan expended quite a bit of energy and time. 

After Wu Jiantong defeated his opponent, he had long come to this platform side, wanting to watch the 

appearance of Ye Yuan being crippled. 



But sadly, what he saw was the Wu Xi covered in wounds all over. 

“Elder Qin, this battle is unfair! The weapon in Ye Yuan’s hand is a holy artifact! Wu Xi is unable to 

unleash his proper strength at all! Him using a holy artifact against his opponents is not fair to 

everybody!” Wu Jiantong suddenly said to that judge. 

This Elder Qin was a Phaseless Realm expert. The battle earlier, he naturally took it into his sights. 

Ye Yuan being able to obtain victory, a very large extent was taking advantage of his weapon. Wu 

Jiantong’s words did not seem to be wrong, either. 

For a moment, Elder Qin actually became hesitant. 

Holy artifacts to those major family clans were not some rare items. But to these young geniuses, it was 

very hard to come by. 

Other than Ye Yuan, there was no one qualified to use holy artifacts to face their opponents in this 

competition at all. 

Which was also to say that Ye Yuan was the special one among these people! 

But the problem was, there was no relevant rule prior to this competition, saying that contestants could 

not use holy artifacts. 

Right then, First Elder’s stately voice suddenly came from above the high platform, “The holy land 

organizing the Quasi-Holy Son selection competition this time, the objective is for the sake of selecting 

young geniuses with potential. Using holy artifacts indeed infringes upon this original intention. It does 

make it unfair. Hence, from the next match onwards, Ye Yuan is not to employ the holy artifact against 

his opponents.” 

The moment these words were uttered, Ye Yuan’s expression could not help changing slightly. 

This sort of provisional rule, the targeting was too obvious. 

Actually, not just Ye Yuan, the faces of everyone spectating all revealed looks of sympathy. 

Actually, everyone all knew that even though holy artifacts were powerful, it needed the martial artist to 

unleash its power too. 

A Divine Traversing Realm martial artist being able to utilize a holy artifact to this sort of extent in itself 

was extremely seldom-seen. 

If it were another person, even if he were given the Starmoon Sword, he still would not be able to 

unleash one-tenth of Ye Yuan’s ability. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm in itself was lower than all the contestants. Therefore, this rule 

actually made many people’s hearts uncomfortable. 

But these words were personally said by the holy land’s First Elder. Who would dare to refute? 

The First Elder’s position in the holy land was extremely high. It could be said to be the number one 

person under the Holy Lord. 



The grand meet this time, he was entirely in charge of it. 

Even though this sort of provisional rule was inappropriate, no one dared to say anything as well. Who 

asked the selection competition this time to be organized by them? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 795: Fulfilling 

“First Elder, didn’t you say that you think very highly of this Ye Yuan? Why ...” 

First Elder smiled and said, “It’s precisely because I think highly of Ye Yuan that I forbid him from using a 

holy artifact. Didn’t you notice that after Ye Yuan used a holy artifact, his strength is already a great deal 

stronger compared to those so-called geniuses? Moreover, this boy didn’t bring out his full strength at 

all! I banned him from using a holy artifact because I wanted to take a look at his true strength!” 

That elder could not help being stunned. Already powerful to such an extent and he actually had not 

brought out all of his strength yet? 

Just what were this Ye Yuan’s limits? 

“First Elder, since it’s forbidden to use holy artifacts, then should Ye Yuan’s previous battle results be 

nullified or not?” 

When Wu Jiantong saw the First Elder actually personally made a move to restrict Ye Yuan, not 

mentioning how excited he was, he immediately climbed up along the pole, wanting to annul Ye Yuan’s 

previous battle results. 

“Previously was the holy land’s issue. Therefore, Ye Yuan’s battle results are valid. This rule will start 

implementation from the next match!” First Elder’s voice sounded out once more. 

Actually, not that the holy land did not consider about the matter of using holy artifacts. But Boundless 

Realm martial artists were completely unable to unleash the might of a holy artifact. 

Even if they used holy artifacts, the augmentation towards their strength was also very limited. 

Take Wu Jiantong for example, even if he used the Wu Family’s holy artifact, it was also not possible to 

beat Nalan Chu. Hence, that was why the holy land did not target holy artifacts and implement 

restrictions. 

But Ye Yuan’s appearance completely shattered this kind of situation. This also forced First Elder to 

change the rules impromptu. 

Facing this kind of unfair treatment, Yang Sen’s and Pei Wenqiang’s faces both revealed looks of refusal 

to comply. 

But First Elder’s position was too high. They totally did not dare to refute and also dared to feel 

indignant but did not dare to speak up. 

Rather, it was Ye Yuan himself who appeared quite calm. 

He looked at those few vague and insubstantial figures on the high platform and said coolly, “Whatever 

makes you happy.” 
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Finished talking, he put away the Starmoon Sword and directly left the competition venue. 

Ye Yuan’s battles on the first day ended with complete victories for the three matches like this. 

Ye Yuan domineeringly charging into the first-group was also out of everyone’s expectations. 

The first day’s three rounds of competition all ended. But the contestants who won all three matches 

were scanty few; there were only five people! 

The rest, the vast majority all had wins and losses. It could be seen that everyone’s strength were all 

very close. 

Beside the competition venue, there was a light screen formed using an array formation. After each 

round, everyone’s battle results would be displayed on the light screen. 

Nalan Chu’s name was impressively ranked at first place. 

Right after Nalan Chu were respectively Li Zongtao, Wu Jiantong, Zhang Tianyi, as well as Ye Yuan. 

These five people all won the three matches on the first day fully and were tied at first place. 

It was just that Ye Yuan expended too much time in the third battle, so he was ranked in the last place. 

Of course, the first day’s ranking list did not have much significance. Along with the passing of time, this 

ranking list would undergo tremendous changes. 

Ye Yuan did not have the spare time to worry about these. After returning to his residence, Ye Yuan 

entered the Vast Heaven Pagoda immediately and continued refining the black metal lump. 

Being able to pry into the mysteries of the golden characters, Ye Yuan was filled with vigor right now. 

Ye Yuan’s rate of progress in refining the black metal lump today seemed to be much faster than before. 

Even though it was only one night, he actually refined one-tenth too. 

At the rate of this progress, Ye Yuan still needed five day’s time to be able to thoroughly refine it 

completely. 

Ye Yuan very much wanted to see what kind of transformation would happen to the golden characters 

at that time. 

The competition in the following few days did not pose much of a challenge to Ye Yuan. Three 

consecutive days, Ye Yuan won all three matches completely. 

After three days, Ye Yuan continued to firmly occupy the position in the first group on the ranking list 

with the battle result of nine complete victories. 

While at this time, the contestants that had complete victories on the ranking list were only left with 

four people. 

Li Zongtao ran into a powerful foe, Nalan Chu, on the third day’s battle. In the midst of fighting bitterly 

for over a hundred rounds, he was defeated in the end. 



But to be able to force Nalan Chu to such a plight, Li Zongtao’s strength also obtained everyone’s 

affirmation. 

Of course, apart from Ye Yuan, the one receiving the most attention was still Zhang Tianyi! 

This Zhang Tianyi was the same as Ye Yuan; he was also from other division competition zone. 

During these three days of matches, Zhang Tianyi repeatedly defeated powerful adversaries and kept on 

maintaining complete victories. His fame even overshadowed Ye Yuan. 

Even though Ye Yuan also maintained complete victories, he did not run into any genuinely formidable 

foe in these three days. 

But the fourth day’s competition, Ye Yuan encountered the most tenacious obstacle since the start of 

the competition. 

The first battle on the fourth day, Ye Yuan ran into a genius called Han Feng! 

He, Zhang Tianyi, and Ye Yuan were the same; there were similarly from other division competition 

zones. But unfortunately, he ran into Nalan Chu on the first day. Hence, that was why he was not tied in 

the first place. 

Even though he lost in the end, he and Nalan Chu battled for 200 rounds; even more formidable than Li 

Zongtao! 

“Ye Yuan, hope that you won’t disappoint me! I want to use you to sharpen the saber in my hand!” Right 

when he saw Ye Yuan, Han Feng released a powerful fighting intent. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “I won’t let you down!” 

When the fight started, Ye Yuan felt that power coming from head-on. 

This Han Feng’s strength was indeed absurdly daunting. 

This Han Feng’s comprehension towards saber intent infinitely approached supreme true intent. 

“This Han Feng seems to be even stronger than when fighting Nalan Chu! This time, Ye Yuan ran into a 

tough character. You never know, his momentum of consecutive wins might come to an end here!” 

“Terrifying fellow. This blade after blade, the imposing momentum is overwhelming! Ye Yuan being able 

to receive such a berserk saber intent is also really not easy! He’s only Divine Traversing Realm. Wait 

until he breaks through to Boundless Realm, he’ll likely be invincible in the same rank. Even Nalan Chu 

might not be his match.” 

“Yeah. This Ye Yuan was born at the wrong time. If I give him another one or two year’s time, he’ll 

absolutely have the strength to have a showdown with Nalan Chu. Sadly, his present cultivation realm is 

too low.” 

“En? No, wait! You guys, look! Han Feng ... seems to have broken through! He ... He comprehended the 

elementary form of a supreme true intent!” 

All of a sudden, someone exclaimed. 



Han Feng’s saber momentum was more fearsome than the last. The final blade, Han Feng actually broke 

through the fetters and achieved a supreme true intent! 

One saber out, and there was an aura of cleaving the world into two halves. 

Ye Yuan seemed to have long expected this. Facing this move with an irresistible force, Ye Yuan’s 

longsword pointed. Immediately, the lands changed color! 

An intangible sword intent flooded the entire platform as if the world was all sword intent! 

The audience surrounding and watching beneath the stage, their expression changed again and again. 

This battle was truly one wave higher than the former! 

They originally thought that Ye Yuan lost for sure, but did not expect that Ye Yuan still had an even 

stronger move! 

“Rending the Sky!” 

Ye Yuan’s sword being released, it immediately utterly obliterated the supreme saber intent which Han 

Feng condensed and formed. 

The whole audience was dead silent, all waiting for Han Feng’s counteroffensive to regain lost ground 

once more. 

But no one could have expected for Han Feng to suddenly cup his fists at Ye Yuan and said, “Many 

thanks for Brother Ye helping me achieve my aim! Han Feng concedes! With Brother Ye’s strength, even 

if you don’t borrow the power of a holy artifact, it’s also sufficient to have a showdown with Nalan Chu!” 

Everyone was taken aback from shock. Could it be that Ye Yuan intentionally guided Han Feng 

previously, and his action assisted Han Feng’s comprehension of a supreme true intent? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 796: Divine Soul’s Strange Transformation! 

“This Ye Yuan is simply too strong!” 

“Him comprehending a supreme true intent is absolutely not one or two days already. His 

comprehension in the supreme true intent is much stronger compared to Nalan Chu!” 

“Nalan Chu, Ye Yuan, and Han Feng. This competition this time, there are actually already three genius 

youths who comprehended a supreme true intent!” 

“My God, how can there be a monster like this? He, a Divine Traversing Realm, actually guided others to 

comprehend a supreme true intent!” 

When everyone regained their senses, waves of marveling that feat erupted. 

If Ye Yuan used Rending the Sky early on, he could have defeated Han Feng long ago. 

But Ye Yuan saw through that Han Feng was just a step away from comprehending a supreme true 

intent. Hence, he willingly served as Han Feng’s sharpening stone, guiding skillfully and patiently in the 

battle, letting the other party stride out this most critical step! 
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What made everyone speechless was that after Han Feng comprehended the supreme true intent, he 

was actually still defeated by Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan’s might could be seen at a glance. 

Previously, everyone all thought that Ye Yuan was taking advantage of his weapon. But now, they finally 

knew just how formidable Ye Yuan’s strength was. 

Just using the Xuanying Sword, Ye Yuan similarly could sit firmly in the first group. 

“Hahaha, what did I say, this brat indeed concealed his strength! Tsk tsk, looking at it, his supreme true 

intent has probably reached the third-stage of supreme true intent already, maybe even fourth-stage! 

By the time his cultivation realm reaches the Dao Profound Realm, he can absolutely become a Divine 

King powerhouse!” on the high platform, First Elder said with a roaring laugh. 

“First Elder’s discerning eyes are akin to burning torches! This Ye Yuan is indeed a peerless genius hard 

to encounter in a thousand years! It’s just ...” that elder said rather hesitantly. 

“It’s just what?” First Elder said curiously. 

“It’s just that a genius like this, can our Crimson Afterglow Holy Land accommodate him? Furthermore ... 

previously, in order to make him exhibit his true strength, you already offended him!” 

“This ...” First Elder was stunned and was actually at somewhat of a loss on what to do. 

After comprehending the elementary form of a supreme true intent, it was only taking the first step to 

comprehending a supreme true intent, which was also the first-stage. 

Supreme true intents were likewise divided from rank one to rank nine based on the degree of 

comprehension. 

A rank nine supreme true intent was also called a perfect supreme true intent! 

Once comprehension succeeded, the day of being known as a Divine King powerhouse was right around 

the corner. 

If one comprehended the first-stage, they would have very high hopes of breaking through to the Dao 

Profound Realm! 

About Ye Yuan’s Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword, although he only created four stances of sword 

moves, he actually already comprehended to the fifth-stage of supreme true intent. 

First Elder’s evaluation of Ye Yuan was still a little conservative. 

After this battle, Ye Yuan’s strength also obtained everybody’s recognition. 

He was regarded as a monster even more freakish than Nalan Chu. He was a peerless genius with the 

capital to rival Nalan Chu at the Divine Traversing Realm. 

Starting from this day, Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu’s showdown also became a highly-anticipated fight. 

On the fourth day, Ye Yuan still won three battles completely. With the flawless victory battle results of 

twelve wins, he continued to be tied at first place with Nalan Chu and the rest. 



Currently, Ye Yuan’s refinement of the black metal lump also reached the final juncture! 

After the fifth day’s competition, Ye Yuan carried out the final refinement. 

Finally, when the black metal lump was completely refined finish, the gold mark on the black metal lump 

finally revealed its original look! 

Ye Yuan mind buzzed. The golden characters in his sea of consciousness formed an intense resonance 

with the black metal lump! 

Ye Yuan discovered that on this black metal lump actually only had three characters. And out of these 

three characters, there were two characters among the golden characters. 

The other one, Ye Yuan searched among the golden characters, but he did not find it. 

Ye Yuan had already visualized these golden characters for a number of years. But these few years, his 

understanding of these golden characters, the progress was extremely slow. 

These golden characters, each one contained extremely profound maxims of Great Dao. Ye Yuan kept 

failing to find the correct approach. 

After refining the black metal lump this time, Ye Yuan actually sensed a trace of the lingering charm of 

the Dao from this intense resonance! 

Even though it was just a tiny bit, it was very clear! 

This sort of feeling could not be expressed using words. But Ye Yuan’s understanding towards these two 

characters deepened that tiny trace. 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s mind became more agile as luck hit, a feeling of needing to get it out of his 

chest. 

“Mou ...” 

Ye Yuan used all the strength in his body and spat out a syllable. 

The moment the syllable came out, the essence energy sea within Ye Yuan’s body was instantly drained, 

his entire person falling into an exhausted state. 

And right at this time, Ye Yuan could clearly sense that his divine soul was actually continuously 

strengthening! 

Although it was not too obvious, it was indeed truly becoming stronger! 

“This ... What’s going on?” 

Ye Yuan did not care about his body’s exhaustion at all, his entire person in a kind of immense shock 

state. 

He was already at the Eighth Level Divine Traversing Realm at present, and his divine soul had long 

reached the boundary of Alchemy Sovereign perfection and had no way of breaking through anymore. 



For him to want to have some sort of breakthrough in the divine soul, he had to break through to the 

Boundless Realm first. 

But now, his divine soul was actually strengthening once more. This was simply something beyond 

comprehension! 

Ye Yuan did not sense the arrival of soul tribulation, which was also to say that his divine soul did not 

break through to the Alchemy Ancestor level. 

He was truly unable to imagine that his divine soul was actually able to become even stronger on the 

foundation of perfection! 

Ye Yuan sensed his own divine soul and was shocked to his core. He only shouted a syllable, and his 

divine soul actually broke through the Alchemy Sovereign perfection level and advanced once more. 

Then if he shouted again, would his divine soul be able to improve a step further or not? 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up, clearly recalling something, as he muttered to himself, “Father said before at that 

time, his divine soul already surpassed Alchemy Emperor, but he did not break through to the Deity 

Realm. Could it be that my current situation is the exact same as his back then? If the divine soul can still 

have some advancement, even if I don’t use some powerful alchemy technique, I can also leap realms to 

refine Tier 6 medicinal pills! These golden characters were definitely words written by a Deity Realm 

powerhouse! Deity Realm experts’ means are simply inconceivable, to actually be able to use words to 

describe the Heavenly Dao and strengthen the divine soul, breaking through the shackles!” 

The more it was so, the more intense Ye Yuan’s desire toward the Deity Realm was! 

When Ji Zhengyang obtained this Medicine God’s Soul Canon back then, he was already at the peak 

Alchemy Emperor Realm. Even if he only understood a little bit, it also let him refine out a half-step 

divine pill. 

Ye Yuan was currently still at the Divine Traversing Realm. By the time he cultivated to the peak Alchemy 

Emperor anew, how powerful would his divine soul be? 

At that time, could he refine out a genuine divine pill or not? 

The previous life, Ye Yuan’s lifetime aspiration was to refine a divine pill. But even if he was hailed as the 

genius most likely to reach the Deity Realm, this step was still remotely far. 

But this life, he really had hope! 

Once this thought popped up, Ye Yuan wanted to shout out that syllable once more without delay. 

He swallowed an essence energy restoring medicinal pill in one mouthful and started to recuperate. 

Very soon, he recovered to his peak state. 

“Mou ...” 

Ye Yuan shouted out this syllable once more. As expected, his divine soul strengthened a tiny bit once 

more. But this time, his divine soul actually had a tearing pain. 
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“Hiss …” 

Ye Yuan drew a cold breath in pain. The agony of the divine soul tearing was clearly awful. 

“Looks like the breakthrough just now already reached the limits. Forcefully reciting this syllable 

anymore, and the divine soul will be at risk of ripping because of strengthening too quickly. Looks like 

wanting to shout out this syllable once more, I must consolidate my divine soul a little.” 

Ye Yuan understood the divine soul very well and discovered the issue behind it very quickly. 

The divine soul strengthening too quickly was like being ripped apart by a powerful force. There would 

naturally be this kind of agonizing feeling. 

As long as Ye Yuan consolidated the divine soul well, he could continue strengthening the divine soul 

through this syllable. 

Knowing the details in it, Ye Yuan naturally did not dare to behave recklessly anymore. After swallowing 

several divine soul nourishing medicinal pills, he started consolidating the divine soul. 

… 

The following few days, Ye Yuan continued to advance triumphantly and had yet to taste any defeat. 

After 13 days, the ones on the ranking list still maintaining undefeated were only left with Nalan Chu, Ye 

Yuan, as well as this Zhang Tianyi. 

Zhang Tianyu’s strength was truly incomparably daunting. During the several times he ran into 

opponents with powerful strength, he would bring the other party down. 

Among them were Wu Jiantong who was known as second only to Nalan Chu in strength. 

Looking at it now, this title was simply a joke. 

Forget about Zhang Tianyi, even Han Feng’s strength was also much greater than his. 

But to Ye Yuan, the fervor the competitions provided for him clearly could not compare to the growth in 

divine soul. 

In 13 days, Ye Yuan’s divine soul was close to 20% stronger than the perfection state previously! 

Ye Yuan had never known that a martial artist’s divine soul could still be enhanced to such a level under 

the state of perfection. 

With the growth in divine soul, Ye Yuan’s essence energy was also rising along with it. In fact, during the 

10th day, Ye Yuan broke through to the Ninth Level Divine Traversing in one shot! 

Ye Yuan discovered that the divine soul’s additional growth made his comprehension towards concepts 

increased considerably. 
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Similarly, at the Ninth Level Divine Traversing Realm, Ye Yuan’s understanding based on his previous life 

was entirely different. 

The Dao belonging to the Divine Traversing Realm became even clearer in Ye Yuan’s mind. 

Following the deepening of comprehension, Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm actually reached peak Ninth 

Level Divine Traversing Realm unconsciously. It was only one last step away from breaking through to 

the Boundless Realm. 

Ye Yuan concentrated on cultivating. In a blink of an eye, a night had passed. 

Today, Ye Yuan was going to face the strongest opponent in this competition: Nalan Chu. 

Before Ye Yuan appeared, Nalan Chu was virtually the unofficial number one. 

Since the selection competition was underway until now, there were quite a number of experts who 

attempted to challenge Nalan Chu’s throne, but they all failed without exception. 

Now, a situation of tripartite confrontation, the ones with the greatest hope of challenging Nalan Chu’s 

throne were Ye Yuan and Zhang Tianyi. 

Today’s match, in many people’s hearts, should decide to whom the number one belonged to in the 

competition this time, and it was also to decide the quota ownerships for entering the Crimson 

Afterglow Valley. 

Although Zhang Tianyi’s strength was formidable, he did not comprehend a supreme true intent after 

all. If he really matched up against these two, he was probably going to lose. 

“In one night, Ye Yuan actually broke through! With this, Ye Yuan is even more confident.” 

“What use does one minor boundary have? Unless he can break through to the Boundless Realm, 

otherwise, he is still a major cultivation realm away from Nalan Chu. Likewise, comprehending a 

supreme true intent, this sort of disparity is hard to make up for!” 

“Heh, so what? Han Feng comprehended a supreme true intent, but didn’t he still lose at Ye Yuan’s 

hands?” 

“Make no mistake; up until now, Nalan Chu hasn’t even brought out his true strength and already made 

a clean sweep of his opponents. Ye Yuan’s strength is very strong, but to want to beat Nalan Chu, it’s 

likely still a little lacking.” 

Regarding who would win and who would lose between Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu, the battle had yet to 

begun, and it already kicked off intense discussions. 

But when Ye Yuan finished off his opponent neat and tidily in the first match, everyone also discovered 

that his cultivation realm actually rose substantially overnight. 

Beyond sighs of admirations, the majority of the people were actually still not very optimistic about Ye 

Yuan. 

Ye Yuan leaping realms to battle was indeed very impressive, but Nalan Chu’s strength absolutely could 

not be placed in the same category as the others. 



Han Feng admitted before that even if he comprehended a supreme true intent, he was also not Nalan 

Chu’s match. 

Nalan Chu’s strength could be seen at a glance. 

Even though the debates were endless outside the arenas, the parties involved both seemed to be very 

calm. 

Boom! 

Nalan Chu only used one move, and he blasted his opponent down the platform. A wave of cheering 

shouted out beneath the stage. 

Returning to the rest area, Nalan Chu sat beside a young man. 

This young man was slightly taller than Nalan Chu. People who knew him were all aware that this was 

one of the seven holy sons, Nalan Hong; he was also Nalan Chu’s older cousin. 

“You seem to be exceptionally enthusiastic today! Looks like that youth called Ye Yuan brought you 

quite a bit of pressure,” the moment Nalan Chu sat down, Nalan Hong said with a smile. 

Nalan Chu smiled slightly and said, “It’s been so long since I’ve encountered an opponent which makes 

my blood boil like so!” 

“Even though he comprehended a supreme true intent, he’s just a Divine Traversing Realm after all. 

Could it be that with your strength, you don’t even have confidence in dealing with a Divine Traversing 

Realm?” 

“I’m very aware of Han Feng’s strength. He even forced out 50% of my strength! This Ye Yuan being able 

to guide him to comprehend a supreme true intent, he has at least third-stage strength too. How can 

such an opponent not make me excited?” 

Even though this Nalan Chu was very calm on the surface, Nalan Hong could clearly sense the turmoil in 

the depths of his heart. 

Nalan Hong was slightly astonished. The talent of this cousin of his was even above his. Seemed like 

there had never been any opponent who was able to make him so excited. 

This Ye Yuan made Nalan Hong take a huge interest in him. 

But Nalan Chu’s words made Nalan Hong unbelievably shocked. 

Third-stage supreme true intent, this was very remarkable. 

In the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, there had never a genius who comprehended the third-stage of a 

supreme true intent appear before. 

Nalan Chu’s talent swept away the current generation, and only just comprehended the second-stage 

too. 

Time ticked away. The peak battle that everyone had their focus on finally started! 

Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu went up to the stage. Beneath the stage rang out waves of screams. 



But the two parties involved turned a deaf ear to it. 

“Use the Starmoon Sword. I wish to battle with you in your strongest state!” 

Exceeding Ye Yuan’s expectations, the moment Nalan Chu went up to the stage, he actually raised such 

a request. 

Ye Yuan was stunned, and then immediately shook his head and said with a smile, “Using the Starmoon 

Sword, you can’t win me.” 

This time, it was Nalan Chu’s turn to be stunned. This was still the first time he met someone being so 

wildly arrogant in front of him. 

But Nalan Chu could sense that Ye Yuan did not have the intention of making a pretense in front of him, 

but he really had this confidence. 

Ye Yuan was seemingly just stating a fact and not intentionally showing off in front of him. 

Ye Yuan was indeed stating a fact. No one could understand what the Starmoon Sword signified to him. 

The Starmoon Sword’s amplification of Ye Yuan’s strength was absolutely not as simple as one plus one. 

Nalan Chu furrowed his brows a little and said, “No wonder you didn’t stint to spend one billion and also 

had to get the Starmoon Sword. Looks like the Starmoon Sword really has extraordinary significance to 

you.” 
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“So, on that night, the Sky Character No. 1 Room guest was you,” Ye Yuan said rather surprisedly. 

Nalan Chu smiled and said, “That’s right! I originally thought that you were just intentionally causing 

trouble. I didn’t expect that you actually offered a high price of one billion in the end! I’ve given you a 

chance. You’re really not using the Starmoon Sword?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I’m giving you a chance, so I won’t use it.” 

“Huhu, I’ve grown so old, but it’s still my first time that somebody dared to speak to me like this,” Nalan 

Chu did not get angry but said with a laugh instead. 

Ye Yuan laughed too and said, “That’s because you never met a true genius!” 

Nalan Chu’s expression turned cold but knew that what Ye Yuan said was right. 

The holy land’s number one genius sounded impressive, but the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was 

merely a Rank Nine Holy Land. 

In the Divine Realm, Rank Nine Holy Lands could be found everywhere. Which was also to say that 

geniuses like him could be found everywhere. 

Then what about Rank Eight Holy Lands, Rank Seven Holy Lands, even Rank One Holy Lands? 

In these holy lands, how many geniuses more formidable than he was were there? 
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Disregarding others, just this Ye Yuan in front of him was already much stronger than him. 

“A true genius is it ... I need to have a look today at just what kind of strength you, this true genius, 

have! Ye Yuan, I’ll only unleash one move. This move will be my strongest move! We’ll determine the 

victor with one move, how’s that?” Nalan Chu said with a slightly somber look. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “I precisely had this intention.” 

After the small talk, the atmosphere on the stage immediately became delicate. 

All of a sudden, a large space within the boundaries of the entire platform suddenly dimmed. 

“Apart from members of my family clan, there has yet to be any outsiders who have seen before this 

move of mine. Within the confines of the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land, no one has the qualifications to 

make me use this move too. Losing under this move, you should be plenty proud!” 

A wheel disc suddenly appeared in Nalan Chu’s hand. This wheel disc was shockingly a high-grade 

profound artifact. 

“This ... What happened? Just what kind of move is this? To actually be able to make day and night 

reverse!” 

“Could it be that this is the supreme true intent Nalan Chu comprehended? The entire holy land is aware 

that Nalan Chu comprehended a supreme true intent. But up until now, it seems like nobody has 

witnessed his supreme true intent before at all.” 

“No way, right? What supreme true intent is this? It’s too bizarre!” 

Seeing the color of the sky suddenly become dark, everyone was taken aback from shock. They had 

never seen before such a strange sight. It was clearly broad daylight. All of a sudden, it became night! 

Ye Yuan was slightly surprised too as he said, “You actually comprehended the Light Supreme True 

Intent! No wonder your strength is so formidable!” 

Nalan Chu smiled and said, “Looks like not only is your comprehension ability abnormally high, your 

knowledge is also extraordinary! The Light Supreme True Intent, there aren’t many able to recognize it! 

Receive this move well then. I said that I gave you a chance before. You didn’t cherish it yourself! Hope 

that after you receive finish this move, you can still stand on the stage. Lumen ... Star ... Brilliance!” 

Nalan Chu raised the wheel disc. Above this dark space, the sky was suddenly studded with stars! 

From above these array of stars, it suddenly rained down countless rays of light! 

And the target of these countless rays of light was shockingly precisely Ye Yuan! 

The Light Supreme True Intent was a type of very seldom-seen concept. Martial artists let light become 

their weapon for battle through comprehending light! 

The power of light was boundless. It was a type of extremely powerful supreme true intent. Once 

comprehended to perfection, it could even dim the sun and moon. Its power was not beneath the Spirit 

Bristle Divine King’s Blazing Flame Burning Heaven. 



It was just that the Light Supreme True Intent was extremely hard to comprehend. Ordinary people 

could not find the correct approach at all. Therefore, very few were able to comprehend the Light 

Supreme True Intent. 

And the vast majority of martial artists did not know that there was such a type of supreme true intent 

at all. Hence, that was why they were so shocked. 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that what this Nalan Chu comprehended was actually this type of supreme 

true intent. 

Furthermore, Nalan Chu was a Ninth Level Boundless expert. Regarding control of this area of heaven 

and earth, it was far above Ye Yuan’s. 

This move, Lumen Star Brilliance, practically seized all of the heaven and earth essence energy in this 

stretch of space. If Ye Yuan were unable to break this sort of deadlock, he would definitely lose without 

a doubt! 

Originally thought that Ye Yuan would feel despair, didn’t expect that he actually smiled faintly and said, 

“It’s too bad, you only comprehended to the second-stage!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s aura abruptly erupted. 

Origin Spirit Nine Transformations! 

Under Fiery’s assistance, Ye Yuan’s essence energy instantly skyrocketed and actually reached half-step 

Boundless Realm all at once. 

At the same time, a streak of sword intent surged towards the skies. Ye Yuan’s sword intent was 

released without holding anything back! 

Nalan Chu’s expression changed, and he said in disbelief, “Fifth-stage! This ... How is this possible?” 

Nalan Hong beneath the stage stood up abruptly. On his face was similarly a look of disbelief! 

This was Ye Yuan’s first time showing all of his strength in front of everybody; it was a fifth-stage 

supreme true intent! 

Including that time dealing with Han Feng previously, Ye Yuan merely used second-stage supreme true 

intent. 

One had to acknowledge that Nalan Chu was very powerful! 

The second-stage Light Supreme True Intent, this power level could absolutely show disdain for those in 

the same generation. 

But it was a pity that who he ran into was Ye Yuan. 

But to be able to force out Ye Yuan’s full strength, he could be sufficiently proud too. 

Before this, Ye Yuan was not planning on exposing his full strength. According to his plan, using third-

stage strength should be adequate to deal with Nalan Chu. 



But he did not expect that the supreme true intent Nalan Chu comprehended was actually this powerful. 

Even he also had no choice but to bring out his full strength. 

Even though Ye Yuan used Origin Spirit Nine Transformations, he was still a major boundary lower than 

Nalan Chu in terms of cultivation realm. 

“Rending the Sky!” 

Sword intent surged to the skies and charged over towards the specks of starlight. 

Sword chopping stars! 

One sword descending, the darkness in this stretch of space instantly vanished without a trace. Light 

returned to the world once more. 

The crowd was flabbergasted! 

Many people could not discern the rank disparity between supreme true intents. But this did not hinder 

Ye Yuan giving them a shock. 

A supreme true intent that was able to invert day and night; there was no need to think deeply about it, 

and one could already tell the person was an extremely powerful existence. 

Furthermore, this was even Nalan Chu’s first time displaying his supreme true intent in front of the 

public. Didn’t think that it actually ended in defeat. 

Ye Yuan’s might did not require explaining at all. 

“Fifth-stage supreme true intent! It’s actually a fifth-stage supreme true intent! Hahaha, this Ye Yuan 

really broadened this old man’s horizons!” First Elder was incredibly agitated. 

He estimated previously that Ye Yuan’s supreme true intent was very likely at the third-stage; the 

possibility of being at the fourth-stage was very low. 

Matching up against Nalan Chu, it should be more likely a defeat than victory. 

Nalan Chu’s light concept, he was aware of it. The power was naturally extraordinary. 

But First Elder never would have thought that Ye Yuan actually comprehended a fifth-stage supreme 

true intent! 

A genius like this absolutely lit the world on fire! 

“This boy, just how did he cultivate? At his age, how is it possible to comprehend a fifth-stage supreme 

true intent? This ... This is too preposterous!” The elder at the side was speechless. He was thoroughly 

stunned by Ye Yuan. 

“What preposterous? It happened right in front of you. Can it still be fake?” First Elder said unhappily. 

“No, I didn’t mean that. It just ... just feels too inconceivable!” the elder explained. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 799: Holy Follower 
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“I lost ...” 

Nalan Chu was very calm and did not have a sense of loss from being dragged down from his throne by 

someone as imagined. 

“You didn’t lose. If this was a life and death battle, it’s hard to say who the victor will be.” Ye Yuan said. 

Nalan Chu shook his head and said, “Lost means lost. I won’t find excuses for my own failure. 

Furthermore, I know that even if this were a life and death battle, the one who wins, in the end, would 

definitely be you as well!” 

Nalan Chu could sense the bloody aura in Ye Yuan’s sword intent, indicating that the battles Ye Yuan 

experienced before were definitely much more than him. 

Suddenly, Nalan Chu turned around and said to the high platform with clasped hands, “First Elder, from 

today onwards, I’m withdrawing from this selection competition!” 

“What?! Nalan Chu wants to withdraw from the competition!” 

“What kind of joke is this?! Even if Nalan Chu lost, he’s at least number two as well, right? Furthermore, 

what he comprehended is the extremely rare Light Supreme True Intent. The holy land should be 

grooming him heavily. He actually chose to withdraw!” 

“This guy wouldn’t have been triggered due to losing this time, right?” 

Nalan Chu’s decision caused an uproar among the crowd. 

Although Nalan Chu lost, the degree of his genius was indisputable. 

But now, he actually chose to withdraw. 

This Nalan Chu was also too much of a glass-heart, right? 

But thinking about it wasn’t strange either. After all, a genius like Nalan Chu had never lost before until 

now. Looks like the impact this defeat had on him was rather huge. 

First Elder mused for a moment and said, “Why?” 

“Nalan Chu wishes to leave the holy land and go out to make my own break! I hope that First Elder will 

grant it!” Nalan Chu said firmly. 

A period of silence again. Nalan Chu was not anxious either, awaiting First Elder’s reply. 

After a long time, First Elder slowly opened his mouth and said, “Go then. Remember, the Crimson 

Afterglow Holy Land is your home!” 

Nalan Chu bowed down and thanked, “Many thanks to First Elder for granting it!” 

Finished talking, he turned around to Ye Yuan again and said, “What you said is right. I’ve indeed never 

met true geniuses before! Ye Yuan, thank you for thoroughly beating me awake today. One day, I’ll 

definitely defeat you!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Okay, I’m waiting for you.” 



Nalan Chu being able to comprehend the Light Supreme True Intent, it could be seen how high his talent 

was. If he kept on huddling up in Crimson Afterglow, his talent would be wasted. 

The Crimson Afterglow Valley was a lucky chance, but it might not be Nalan Chu’s lucky chance. 

The paths of a powerhouse were many. But being trapped in a corner lording over others was definitely 

not the path of a powerhouse. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan naturally admired this decision of Nalan Chu very much. 

Moreover, Nalan Chu was different from geniuses like Wu Jiantong. He was not afraid to lose and was 

adaptable too. He was bound to have accomplishments in the future. 

Nalan Chu left the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land just like that. This was what everyone all did not expect. 

Before the competition started, Nalan Chu was already internally decided as the candidate for first 

place. In the end, he actually took the initiative to give up the competition. 

But Nalan Chu’s withdrawal also made the struggle for the top ten become even more white-hot. 

In the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s holy hall, an elderly silhouette appeared rather lonely. 

First Elder stood by the side, his expression clearly quite agitated. 

“Holy Lord, your current body, sending three people in is already the limit. How can you send three 

more people in?” First Elder gritted his teeth and said. 

This old silhouette was actually the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land’s Holy Lord! 

It was just that most likely, no one could have thought that the Holy Lord was actually old until such a 

state. 

Hearing First Elder’s words, the Holy Lord turned around and looked at him, and said with a smile, “I 

already don’t have much time anymore. Take this opportunity that this bunch of old bones still has some 

use and strive to preserve some successors for the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land. Sigh, I, Tu You, am 

incompetent, to actually let the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land be ruined at my hands. The selection 

competition this time indeed discovered a few fine saplings. If they can remember the Crimson 

Afterglow Holy Land’s kindness with gratitude, the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land might be able to be 

rebuilt in the future.” 

First Elder’s tears ran down his old face when he heard that and said, “If Holy Lord didn’t deal with that 

holy follower in order to save the few of us back then, how could you have forcefully executed the 

Chaotic Essence Singular Qi Grand Technique, resulting in a great loss of longevity? The calamity of 

today is not Holy Lord’s fault, but the fault lies with us!” 

Tu You smiled as he waved his hand and said, “This matter had already passed. No need to say anything. 

Sending a few of them in, I only lose some longevity; I will not pass away immediately either. You don’t 

have to be like this.” 

Chen Qin had tears in his eyes and did not speak. But the self-reproach in the depths of his heart was 

anything but little. 



“Holy Lord, just what background was that holy follower? His strength was actually so formidable? 

Clearly he only had Phaseless Realm strength, but even you weren’t a match for him either.” Chen Qin 

saw that Tu You had made up his mind and could only change the topic. 

Tu You revealed a solemn expression and actually said with some fear, “Regardless of what background, 

it’s not what we can afford to provoke. These few years, I spent considerable effort and only just probed 

out a tiny bit of information as well. These recent few decades, the holy artifacts stolen were not just 

our Crimson Afterglow Holy Land. Just these few regions nearby our White Valiant Region, their figures 

appeared several times before. It’s just that this kind of incidents are happening daily in various corners 

of the Divine Realm. So no one cares about it.” 

Chen Qin was startled inwardly when he heard that. He didn’t expect that Holy Lord was actually 

inquiring about the other party’s information in the dark these few years. And he actually knew nothing 

about it too! 

Chen Qin knew that Tu You trusted him very much. But this incident, he was kept in the dark from 

beginning to end. 

That only meant one thing: this matter was absolutely very dangerous. 

Most likely, the Holy Lord expended a considerable price in order to probe out this tiny bit of 

information. 

“What did Holy Lord ... discover? Just what background was that whatever holy follower?” Chen Qin 

could not hold back the curiosity in his heart and ask. 

Regarding this holy follower, he hated to the bones. If there weren’t for that incident back then, Holy 

Lord would probably have broken through to Second Level Dao Profound, and the Crimson Afterglow 

Holy Land would have already become a Rank Eight Holy Land. 

But now, all hope was lost! 

Even whether the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land could be preserved or not was a question. 

The Holy Lord gave a sigh and said, “In these recent few decades, there were quite a few major forces’ 

holy artifacts that were stolen or snatched away. Among them, there was no lack of Rank Eight, Rank 

Seven, even Rank Six Holy Lands. Of course, there were also some small forces. And at the back of these 

incidences all had those black-robed peoples’ silhouettes. Their forms of address were different, but all 

carry a ‘holy’ word! There are holy follower, holy soldier, even holy general! And among them, the holy 

followers with the weakest strength has late-stage Phaseless Realm strength!” 

Chen Qin was greatly alarmed when he heard that. Even a holy follower had such terrifying strength. 

Then how powerful would the strength of that whatever holy general be? 

One had to know that that holy follower which appeared in the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land was 

merely just late-stage Phaseless Realm but forced the First Level Dao Profound Realm Tu You to 

forcefully display a cultivation art which reduced longevity, resulting in his foundations to be utterly 

ruined. 

The strength of this mysterious power was simply too terrifying. 



This kind of power was completely not what their Crimson Afterglow Holy Land could afford to provoke. 

“In order to inquire about this intel, I paid an extremely heavy price and almost implicated the Crimson 

Afterglow Holy Land. So later on, I also dispelled plans on taking revenge. This kind of force is completely 

not what we can provoke. Therefore, that’s why I would organize the Quasi-Holy Son selection 

competition this time to preserve some successors for the Crimson Afterglow Holy Land,” Tu You said 

with a slight sigh. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 800: The Abnormal Zhang Tianyi 

Right on the second day Nalan Chu left, news came from the holy hall. 

The quotas for entering the Crimson Afterglow Valley this time increased from three to six! 

The moment this news came out, it immediately blew up. 

According to the holy hall’s news, the holy sons and the quasi-holy sons would each pick three people to 

enter the Crimson Afterglow Valley. 

This meant that one just had to enter the top three in the Quasi-Holy Son selection competition and 

they could enter the Crimson Afterglow Valley! 

One spot was indeed too difficult for these geniuses. Unless their strength reached Ye Yuan and Nalan 

Chu’s level, otherwise, don’t even think about it at all. 

Three quotas, it was clearly providing a chance for Han Feng, Wu Jiantong, these second-tier geniuses. 

On the 15th day, these geniuses were all acting as if being injected with stimulants, desperately 

attacking their opponents frenziedly on the stages for the sake of obtaining victory. 

Especially those geniuses in the top five. Apart from Zhang Tianyi who had yet to taste defeat, most of 

the others lost two to three matches. 

Therefore, the battles between them appeared especially important. 

( .c om ) As luck would have it, during the competition on the 15th day, Wu Jiantong ran into Ye Yuan. 

On the arena, Wu Jiantong’s expression was incomparably ugly but kept delaying and dare not make a 

move. 

“Yii? Why aren’t you making a move yet? I remember that you seemed to have said not to let me bump 

into you on the stage. Or else, you’ll make me die very horribly. Now that we met, why are you not 

making a move instead?” Ye Yuan said derided. 

Up until now, Wu Jiantong lost a total of two matches. One match was lost to Nalan Chu, and the other 

was lost to Zhang Tianyi. 

This battle result was still not bad. The ranking was also very close to the front. 

But if he lost this match to Ye Yuan again, his situation would be very bad. 
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But having witnessed Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu’s great battle, how could Wu Jiantong still dare to make a 

move? 

He did not wish to give Ye Yuan a chance to humiliate himself! 

Gritting his teeth, Wu Jiantong said, “I admit defeat!” 

Ye Yuan did not reveal a surprised expression and said with a smile, “Very wise choice. Otherwise, you 

might not be able to go down the stage standing.” 

Wu Jiantong gave a cold snort and went down the platform directly. 

Conceding this match, he would have to put up a desperate fight with Han Feng later. 

Apart from Ye Yuan and Zhang Tianyi, the ones with the greatest hope of entering the Crimson 

Afterglow Valley were Han Feng and Wu Jiantong. 

Although Han Feng comprehended a supreme true intent, his cultivation realm was a little low; it was 

only at the Seventh Level Intent Boundless Realm. 

If not for so, Wu Jiantong could withdraw straight away. 

The Li Zongtao whose performance was very eye-catching previously lost battle after battle repeatedly 

later on and already basically withdrew from the Crimson Afterglow Valley contending fights. 

After Nalan Chu withdrew, all of the focus right now were on Ye Yuan and Zhang Tianyi. 

This Zhang Tianyi was very abnormal. He clearly did not comprehend a supreme true intent, but his 

strength was unexpectedly formidable. Up until now, he had yet to taste a single defeat. 

The genius martial artists who fought with him before all felt somewhat baffled after losing and actually 

did not know what happened, then they were defeated. 

Even someone as powerful as Han Feng also suffered a great deal under Zhang Tianyi’s hands. 

Of course, this was also that Zhang Tianyi’s luck was good and did not bump into Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu 

until now. 

( .c om ) With Nalan Chu withdrawing, these two people’s battle naturally became the struggle for first 

place. 

Finally, Ye Yuan and Zhang Tianyi met on the 18th day. 

“Ye Yuan, I know that your concepts comprehension is very high. But in front of me, it’s also useless no 

matter how high your concepts comprehension is! Nalan Chu’s withdrawal is also considered him 

keeping his face. Otherwise, he’ll definitely be someone who is defeated at my hands!” 

Ye Yuan’s strength was already universally acknowledged terrifying. Yet, Zhang Tianyi seemed to pay no 

attention to it. 

Facing such a provocation, Ye Yuan had always chosen to disregard it. 



It was also useless no matter how fiercely one bragged. There was only the showcasing of one’s true 

abilities. 

A guy who did not even comprehend a supreme true intent, Ye Yuan did not feel that he posed any 

threat to him. 

“Talk this sort of big talk again after beating me.” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Heh, as you wish!” 

Zhang Tianyi gave a cold laugh, wielded his sword, and advanced forward. His speed seemed slow but 

was fast in reality, arriving in front of Ye Yuan in a blink of an eye. 

But this sort of speed had not the slightest bit of threat to Ye Yuan at all. 

Two swords intersecting, intense metal clashing sounds burst out. 

Zhang Tianyi’s attack was indeed not bad. But to talk about power, it seemed like it was still a little 

weaker than Han Feng’s. 

But right at this time, a stream of bizarre power crept up from the sword body, surging straight for Ye 

Yuan’s divine soul! 

This kind of offensive power was not strong. It seemingly did not have a great effect on the divine soul 

too. 

But being attacked by this bizarre power, Ye Yuan’s movements involuntarily paused. 

And right at this time, Zhang Tianyi suddenly switched moves, swinging away Ye Yuan’s Xuanying Sword, 

and headed straight for his abdomen! 

Regarding Zhang Tianyi’s series of offensive tricks, Ye Yuan had long heard of it to some extent. 

He would never compete in big moves with others. Once the competition began, he would immediately 

entangle his opponents and not give his opponent the opportunity to launch a big move at all. 

And once being tangled up with him, the other party would not have the chance to use an ultimate 

move anymore. 

In the end, they would not even know how they lost. 

Very clearly, Ye Yuan also fell into this strange circle with this. 

Ye Yuan’s leaned sideways and barely avoided Zhang Tianyi’s sword. 

But the next instant, Zhang Tianyi’s sword light arrived again, akin to a bone infesting maggot. 

Ye Yuan’s Xuanying Sword swung, and he blocked Zhang Tianyi’s sword once more. 

Right at that instant, the two swords intersected, there was another stream of strange attack which 

attacked towards Ye Yuan’s divine soul. 

Starting from the first sword, Zhang Tianyi’s sword did not leave Ye Yuan’s surroundings one foot, 

virtually making people unable to catch their breaths. 



Furthermore, his sword art was incomparably exquisite, seemingly a martial technique specialized in 

close combat. No matter how Ye Yuan shook it off, he could not get rid of it either. 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people all had their jaws drop. 

“It’s here again! Could it be that even Ye Yuan can’t break Zhang Tianyi’s curse as well?” 

“Even though Zhang Tianyi did not comprehend a sword intent, his sword move is indeed incomparably 

exquisite. Unless one has extremely powerful close combat martial techniques, otherwise, they won’t be 

his match at all. Ye Yuan is already being utterly suppressed by him now. If there are no accidents, the 

die is cast.” 

“I really didn’t expect this! Ye Yuan even defeated Nalan Chu and actually can’t win against Zhang Tianyi! 

This Zhang Tianyi, completely can’t feel where he’s strong at. Yet, everyone can’t beat him. Really 

sinister.” 

Speaking of which, Zhang Tianyi’s way of winning made people very unwilling to concede. 

Each time he won others, it was not like Ye Yuan and Nalan Chu they all; his battle was neat and direct. 

Unless it was those kind whose strength were slightly weaker, otherwise, it was fighting up to a hundred 

rounds every time, even several hundred rounds before barely defeating his opponent. 

Therefore, those who fought with Zhang Tianyi and were defeated all felt very unconvinced when they 

thought about it afterward, feeling that their strength should not be weaker than his. 

But in the end, why were they the ones who lost? 

This selection competition was already approaching the end. But until now, everyone did not figure out 

how Zhang Tianyi could win battle after battle repeatedly. 

When Zhang Tianyi saw Ye Yuan teetering on his feet, an appearance of almost could not hold on 

anymore, he was very proud of himself in his heart. 

So what if it was supreme true intent? 

Can’t use moves, what did it matter no matter how strong their concepts? 

Zhang Tianyi was currently being pleased with himself when a surge of true dragon aura abruptly 

erupted! 

Clank! 

Ye Yuan actually forsook the sword and used his fist to forcefully receive this sword of Zhang Tianyi’s, 

blasting away his longsword. 


